
English Corpus Linguistics
An Introduction

English Corpus Linguistics is a step-by-step guide to creating and analyzing
linguistic corpora. It begins with a discussion of the role that corpus linguistics
plays in linguistic theory, demonstrating that corpora have proven to be very
useful resources for linguists who believe that their theories and descriptions
of English should be based on real, rather than contrived, data. Charles F.
Meyer goes on to describe how to plan the creation of a corpus, how to collect
and computerize data for inclusion in a corpus, how to annotate the data that
are collected, and how to conduct a corpus analysis of a completed corpus.
The book concludes with an overview of the future challenges that corpus
linguists face to make both the creation and analysis of corpora much easier
undertakings than they currently are. Clearly organized and accessiblywritten,
this book will appeal to students of linguistics and English language.
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The aim of this series is to provide a framework for original work on the English
language. All are based securely on empirical research, and represent theoretical and
descriptive contributions to our knowledge of national varieties of English, both
written and spoken. The series will cover a broad range of topics in English grammar,
vocabulary, discourse, and pragmatics, and is aimed at an international readership.
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Preface

When someone is referred to as a “corpus linguist,” it is tempting
to think of this individual as studying language within a particular linguistic
paradigm, corpus linguistics, on par with other paradigms within linguistics,
such as sociolinguistics or psycholinguistics. However, if the types of linguistic
analyses that corpus linguists conduct are examined, it becomes quite evident
that corpus linguistics is more a way of doing linguistics, “a methodologi-
cal basis for pursuing linguistic research” (Leech 1992: 105), than a separate
paradigm within linguistics.
To understand why corpus linguistics is a methodology, it is first of all neces-

sary to examine the main object of inquiry for the corpus linguist: the linguistic
corpus. Most corpus linguists conduct their analyses giving little thought as to
what a corpus actually is. But defining a corpus is a more interesting question
than one would think. A recent posting on the “Corpora” list inquired about the
availability of an online corpus of proverbs (Maniez 2000).1 This message led
to an extensive discussion of how a corpus should be defined. Could something
as specific as a computerized collection of proverbs be considered a corpus, or
would the body of texts from which the proverbs were taken be a corpus and
the proverbs themselves the result of a corpus analysis of these texts?
The answer to this question depends crucially on how broadly one wishes to

define a corpus. The Expert Advisory Group on Language Engineering Stan-
dards (EAGLES) defines a corpus quite generally, saying that it “can poten-
tially contain any text type, including not only prose, newspapers, as well as
poetry, drama, etc., but also word lists, dictionaries, etc.” (“Corpus Encoding
Standard”: http://www.cs.vassar.edu/CES/CES1-0.html).According to this defi-
nition, a collection of proverbswould indeed constitute a corpus. However, most
linguists doing corpus analyses would probably prefer a more restricted defi-
nition of “corpus,” one that acknowledged the broad range of interests among
individuals who use corpora in their research but that defined a corpus as some-
thing more than a collection of almost anything. For the purposes of this book,
then, a corpus will be considered a collection of texts or parts of texts upon
which some general linguistic analysis can be conducted. In other words, one
does not create a corpus of proverbs to study proverbs, or a corpus of relative

1 Appendix 1 contains further information on the various corpus resources discussed in this book:
Internet discussion lists such as “Corpora” as well as all the corpora described in this and
subsequent chapters.
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xii Preface

clauses to study relative clauses. Instead, one creates a corpus which others can
use to study proverbs or relative clauses.
If a corpus is defined as any collection of texts (or partial texts) used for

purposes of general linguistic analysis, then corpus linguistics has been with
us for some time. Otto Jespersen’s multi-volume A Modern English Grammar
on Historical Principles (1909–49) would not have been possible had it not
been based on a corpus representing the canon of English literature: thousands
of examples drawn from the works of authors such as Chaucer, Shakespeare,
Swift, and Austin that Jespersen used to illustrate the various linguistic struc-
tures he discusses. In recent times, a corpus has come to be regarded as a body
of text made available in computer-readable form for purposes of linguistic
analysis. The first computer corpus ever created, the Brown Corpus, qualifies
as a corpus because it contains a body of text – one million words of edited
written American English –made available in an electronic format (the ICAME
CD-ROM, 2nd edn.) that can be run on multiple computer platforms (Macin-
tosh, DOS/Windows, and Unix-based computers).
Modern-day corpora are of various types. The Brown Corpus is a “balanced”

corpus because it is divided into 2,000-word samples representing different
types (or genres) of written English, including press reportage, editorials, gov-
ernment documents, technical writing, and fiction. The purpose of designing
this corpus in this manner is to permit both the systematic study of individ-
ual genres of written English and a comparison of the genres. In contrast,
the Penn Treebank is not a balanced corpus: instead of containing a range of
different genres of English, it consists of a heterogeneous collection of texts
(totalling approximately 4.9 million words) that includes a large selection of
Dow Jones newswire stories, the entire Brown Corpus, the fiction of authors
such asMarkTwain, and a collection of radio transcripts (Marcus, Santorini, and
Marcinkiewicz 1993). In creating this corpus, there was no attempt to balance
the genres but simply to make available in computer-readable form a sizable
body of text for tagging and parsing.
The Brown Corpus and Penn Treebank differ so much in composition be-

cause they were created for very different uses. Balanced corpora like Brown
are of most value to individuals whose interests are primarily linguistic and who
want to use a corpus for purposes of linguistic description and analysis. For in-
stance, Collins (1991a) is a corpus study of modal verbs expressing necessity
and obligation (e.g. must meaning “necessity” in a sentence such as You must
do the work). In one part of this study, Collins (1991a) compared the relative
frequency of thesemodals in four genres of Australian English: press reportage,
conversation, learned prose, and parliamentary debates. Collins (1991a: 152–3)
selected these genres because past research has shown them to be linguistically
quite different and therefore quite suitable for testing whether modals of neces-
sity and obligation are better suited to some contexts than others. Not only did
Collins (1991a) find this to be the case, but he was able to explain the varying
frequency of the modals in the four genres he studied. The fewest instances of
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Preface xiii

these modals were in the press reportage genre, a genre that is “factual, [and]
non-speculative” and that would therefore lack the communicative context that
would motivate the use of modals such asmust or ought. In contrast, the conver-
sations that Collins (1991a) analyzed contained numerous modals of this type,
since when individuals converse, they are constantly expressing necessity and
obligation in their conversations with one another. To carry out studies such as
this, the corpus linguist needs a balanced and carefully created corpus to ensure
that comparisons across differing genres of English are valid.
In designing a corpus such as the Penn Treebank, however, size was a more

important consideration than balance. This corpus was created so that linguists
with more computationally based interests could conduct research in natural
language processing (NLP), an area of study that involves the computational
analysis of corpora often (though not exclusively) for purposes of modeling
human behavior and cognition. Researchers in this area have done consider-
able work in developing taggers and parsers: programs that can take text and
automatically determine the word class of each word in the text (noun, verb,
adjective, etc.) and the syntactic structure of the text (phrase structures, clause
types, sentence types, etc.). For these linguists, a large corpus (rather than a bal-
anced grouping of genres) is necessary to provide sufficient data for “training”
the tagger or parser to improve its accuracy.
Even though descriptive/theoretical linguists and computational linguists use

corpora for very different purposes, they share a common belief: that it is
important to base one’s analysis of language on real data – actual instances
of speech or writing – rather than on data that are contrived or “made-up.”
In this sense, then, corpus linguistics is not a separate paradigm of linguistics
but rather a methodology. Collins (1991a) could very easily have based his
discussion of modals on examples he constructed himself, a common practice
in linguistics that grew out of the Chomskyan revolution of the 1950s and
1960s with its emphasis on introspection. However, Collins (1991a) felt that
his analysis would be more complete and accurate if it were based on a body of
real data. Likewise, the computational linguist attempting to develop a tagger
or parser could tag or parse a series of artificially constructed sentences. But
anyone attempting this kind of enterprise knows that a tagger or parser needs
a huge collection of data to analyze if it is expected to achieve any kind of
accuracy.
Further evidence that corpus linguistics is a methodology can be found by

surveying the various types of corpora available and the types of linguistic
analyses conducted on them. The CHILDES Corpus contains transcriptions
of children speaking in various communicative situations and has been stud-
ied extensively by psycholinguists interested in child language acquisition
(MacWhinney 2000). The Helsinki Corpus contains various types of written
texts from earlier periods of English and has been used by historical linguists to
study the evolution of English (Rissanen 1992). The COLT Corpus (the Bergen
Corpus of London Teenage English) contains the speech of London teenagers
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xiv Preface

and has been analyzed by sociolinguists interested in studying the language of
a particular age group (Stenström and Andersen 1996). In short, linguists of
various persuasions use corpora in their research, and are united in their belief
that one’s linguistic analysis will benefit from the analysis of “real” language.
If corpus linguistics is viewed as amethodology – as a way of doing linguistic

analysis – it becomes increasingly important that corpora are carefully created
so that those analyzing them can be sure that the results of their analyses will
be valid. If a corpus is haphazardly created, with little thought put into its com-
position, then any analysis based on the corpus will be severely compromised.
This book seeks to help corpus linguists understand the process of corpus cre-
ation and analysis by describing what exactly is involved in creating a corpus
and what one needs to do to analyze a corpus once it is created. If corpus lin-
guists understand the methodological assumptions underlying both the creation
and subsequent analysis of a corpus, not only will they be able to create better
corpora but they will be better able to judge whether the corpora they choose
to analyze are valid for the particular linguistic analysis they wish to conduct.
Although much of the discussion is relevant to the creation and analysis of any
kind of corpus in any language, this book pays special attention to these issues
as they apply to English language corpora.
To describe the process of corpus creation and analysis, I have divided this

book into chapters that focus on the relationship between empirical studies of
language and general linguistic theory, the considerations involved in the plan-
ning and creation of a corpus, the kinds of linguistic annotation that can be
added to corpora to facilitate their linguistic analysis, and the process involved
in analyzing a corpus once it has been created. In chapter 1 (“Corpus analysis
and linguistic theory”), I discuss the role that corpora play in descriptive lin-
guistic analysis and explore a controversy in modern-day linguistics that has
been simmering since the rise of generative grammar in the 1950s: the conflict
between the descriptive linguist, who often uses a linguistic corpus to produce
descriptions of linguistic constructions, and the theoretical linguist, who stereo-
typically sits in his or her office contriving the sentences upon which some new
theoretical point about language will be based. In this chapter, I argue that the
corpus linguist and generative grammarian are often engaged in complemen-
tary, not contradictory areas of study: while the goals of the corpus linguist
and the generative grammarian are often different, there is an overlap between
the two disciplines and, in many cases, the findings of the corpus linguist have
much to offer to the theoretical linguist. To illustrate how corpus analysis can
benefit linguistic theory and description, I provide a sample analysis of ellip-
tical coordinations that I conducted, and then give an overview of some of the
corpora currently available and the types of linguistic analyses that they permit.
After discussing the role of corpus analysis in linguistics, in chapter 2

(“Planning the construction of a corpus”), I describe the various factors that
have to be considered before the actual compilation of a corpus is begun. I
discuss such considerations as how the corpus compiler determines the size of
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Preface xv

a corpus, the types of texts that should be included in it, the number of samples
for each text type, and the length of each text sample. Once decisions such as
these are made, the actual creation of the corpus can begin, and in chapter 3
(“Collecting and computerizing data”), I provide advice on how a corpus can
be most efficiently created. I discuss how to collect texts for inclusion in a cor-
pus (i.e. make recordings and locate suitable written material), keep accurate
records of the texts collected, obtain permission for written and spoken texts,
and encode the texts in electronic form (i.e. transcribe spoken texts and optically
scan printed material).
After a corpus has been created, its future use and analysis will be greatly

facilitated if certain kinds of information are added in the form of linguis-
tic annotation, the topic of chapter 4 (“Annotating a corpus”). In this chapter,
I describe three kinds of annotation, or markup, that can be inserted in cor-
pora: “structural” markup, which provides descriptive information about the
corpus, such as the boundaries of overlapping speech segments in spoken texts
or font changes in written texts; “part-of-speech” markup, which is inserted by
software that automatically assigns each word in a corpus a part-of-speech des-
ignation (e.g. proper noun, modal verb, preposition, etc.); and “grammatical”
markup, which is inserted by software that actually “parses” a corpus, identify-
ing structures larger than the word, such as prepositional phrases or subordinate
clauses.
While chapters 2–4 focus on the creation of a corpus, chapter 5 (“Analyzing a

corpus”) describes the process of analyzing a corpus. In this chapter, I conduct an
actual corpus analysis to illustrate the various methodological issues that must
be considered in any corpus analysis. I discuss how corpus analysts can best
determine whether the size of the corpus they plan to analyze is suitable for the
analysis being conducted, how analyses can be reliably conducted on different
corpora collected under different circumstances, what software is available for
assisting in the analysis of corpora, and once the analysis is completed, how
the results of the analysis can be subjected to statistical analysis. In the final
chapter, chapter 6 (“Future prospects in corpus linguistics”), I discuss where
corpus linguistics is headed as a discipline, given projected developments in
technology and the cost (in money and effort) it takes to create a corpus.
Although the approach I take in this book is relevant to the interests of a range

of different corpus linguists, my primary focus is on how balanced corpora can
be created and analyzed for purposes of descriptive linguistics analysis. For this
reason, some topics are treated in less detail than they would be by corpus lin-
guistswith other interests. For instance,while the discussionof tagging andpars-
ing in chapter 4 refers to work in natural language processing done in this area,
I do not treat the topic of parsing in as much detail as a computational linguist
designing parsers would. Likewise, in the discussion of statistics in chapter 5,
there are many more statistical tests than I discuss that could have been cov-
ered. But the audience for whom these and other chapters were intended –
linguists interested in creating and analyzing corpora – have more limited
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xvi Preface

interests in these areas. As a consequence, the areas are discussed in less detail,
and more attention is given to actual linguistic analyses of corpora.
There are many people without whose advice and support this book would

not have been possible. I am very grateful to Bill Kretzschmar, who encouraged
me to write this book and who has offered many helpful comments on many
sections. Merja Kytö, series editor for Studies in English Language, read the
entiremanuscript and provided feedback that has improved the book immensely.
Two anonymous readers for Cambridge University Press read several draft
chapters and gave me numerous comments that both strengthened the draft
chapters and offered suggestions for completing the additional chapters I needed
to write. Andrew Winnard, senior acquisitions editor at Cambridge University
Press, provided expert guidance in taking the book through the review process.
Others have given me very useful comments on individual chapters: Bas Aarts
(chapter 1), Eric Atwell (chapter 4), Gerald Nelson (chapter 4), Robert Sigley
(chapter 5), and Atro Voutilainen (chapter 4). Finally, I owe an extreme debt
of gratitude both to my wife, Elizabeth Fay, who offered constant support,
love, and encouragement during the years I spent writing this book, and to my
son, Frederick Meyer, who at age three doesn’t fully understand what corpus
linguistics is but who has tried to be patient when I retreated to my study to
sneak a few minutes to write this book.
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